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Abstract
A Time of Flight on-Robot Proximity Sensing System for Collaborative Robotics
Odysseus A. Adamides
Supervising Professor: Dr. Ferat Sahin
The sensor system presented in this work demonstrates the results of designing an industrial grade exteroceptive sensing device for proximity sensing for collaborative robots. The
intention of this design’s application is to develop an on-robot small footprint proximity
sensing device to prevent safety protected stops from halting a robot during a manufacturing process. Additionally, this system was design to be modular and fit on an size or shape
robotic link expanding the sensor system’s use cases vastly. The design was assembled
and put through a number of benchmark tests to validate the performance of the time of
flight (ToF) sensor system when used in proximity sensing: Single Sensor Characterization, Sensor Overlap Characterization, and Sensor Ranging Under Motion. Through these
tests, the ToF sensor ring achieves real time data throughput while minimizing blind spots.
Lastly, the sensor system was tested at a maximum throughput load of 32 ToF sensors and
maintained a stable throughput of data from all sensors in real time.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

In industry, automated machinery is used to perform a multitude of tasks within proximity to humans. Human safety during these tasks is critical. In order to maintain human
safety, procedures and physical measures are put in place. The International Organization
for Standardization (ISO) specifies safety measures as physical and electrical safeguards
[1]. Physical safeguards consist of cages and barriers which separate humans from machinery. Electrical safeguards consist of sensors, including 2-D Lidar sensors and light
curtains, to limit environment changes and human proximity to machinery.
One of the biggest applications of human safety with respect to machinery is in human
robot collaboration (HRC). In this field, safety relies on the ability of the robot to detect the
presence of the human. Researchers in the field of human-robot collaboration have been
investigating many different solutions to the human detection problem. Approaches fall into
one of the four types of ISO defined collaboration operations: safety-rated monitored stop,
hand guiding, speed and separation monitoring, and power and force limiting by inherent
design of control [2]. These collaborative operation types are defined in ISO clause 102181 sections 5.10.2 to 5.10.5. In the safety-rated monitored stop, the operation is halted when
the human operator enters the workspace. In hand guiding, the robot only moves based
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on human user input. In speed and separation monitoring, the robots speed is controlled
based on the distance between the human and the robot while both are in the collaborative
workspace. Power force and limiting by inherent design acts after a collision occurs. In this
last operation mode, the robot detects contact and mitigates the impact forces applied to the
human. Proximity detection is very important in safety-rated monitored stop and speed and
separation monitoring. Besides 2-D scanning LIDARs, there has been minimal research
into devices that can be mounted on the robot to perform these collaborative tasks. Hence,
the design of a small footprint sensor array that can be mounted on-robot for proximity
sensing for collaborative tasks.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1.1: (a) A setup with Universal Robot UR 10 and a Human sharing the workspace. For reference. (b)
A 8 Node ToF Rings mounted on the end-effector of the UR 10 robot [41].(c) The proposed 16-Node ToF
ring mounted on the end-effector of the UR 10 robot.

In this work, a time of flight (ToF) sensor ring was built for proximity sensing which
eliminated blind spots while generating real-time data throughput (Fig. 1.1). The sensor
will be used to perform speed and separation monitoring to prevent safety protective stops
from decreasing robot process times in a human collaborative workspace. Additionally, the
modular design allowed it to be attached to any robot link shape or size, up to 32 sensors.

3

The ring was tested to see its object detection performance in static and dynamic settings.
It was also tested at its limits of modularity. The results generated are used to validate the
sensor’s potential use in the field of human robot collaboration.
Chapter 2 will explore the current sensors used for proximity sensing in academia and
industry. Chapter 3 discusses the specification and details of the sensors used in the ring
design. Chapter 4 defines the proposed approach to the ring design and gives reasoning behind the final design decisions. Chapter 5 discusses the testing performed on the proximity
sensing system of Single Sensor Characterization, Sensor Overlap Characterization, Sensor
Ranging Under Motion, and max data throughput. Conclusions are drawn in Chapter 6 and
future work is proposed in Chapter 7.

4

Chapter 2
Background Literature

In order to perform these high level avoidance tasks, robots and their work spaces must
be outfitted with sensors systems. These systems monitor the behavior of the robot and
the state of the robot’s environment. The ability to characterize these states is crucial to
perform object and collision avoidance.
Object and collision avoidance can be performed through a number of sensor systems.
The two major categories these systems fall under are proprioceptive and exteroceptive
[3]. Proprioceptive sensors (i.e. data include, motor encoders, and gyroscopes) measure
data internal to the robot such as joint speed, torque, and force [3] and [4]. The data
from these types of sensors are crucial for performing power and force limiting and hand
guiding collaboration actions. Exteroceptive Sensors measure data regarding the robot’s
environment including the distance and speed of the robot with respect to a moving or fixed
object. This data is essential to perform speed and separation monitoring and safety-rated
monitored stop collaboration actions.
From the robot’s perspective, exteroceptive sensing can be further categorized as: extrinsic and intrinsic exteroceptive sensing. Extrinsic sensing has been performed via 2-D
Lidar sensors, motion capture cameras, routers and RGB-D cameras like Microsoft Kinect
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[5], [6], [7], [9], [10], and [11] to collect data about the environment so the robot can decide
how to move. In [8], a Microsoft Kinect was used to perform human motion prediction.
At the same time, a 2D Lidar was mounted to the robot rail setup to detect the presence
of a human within the safety radius of robot operation. In article [4] one collaboration approach used Kinect sensors to perform speed and separation monitoring. The robot’s speed
was broken down into the operating speeds, autonomous, slow and safety exceptions. The
safety exception would suspend robot operation until the human increased it’s distance
form the robot. The Microsoft Kinect is a frequently used sensor for extrinsic solutions
to human robot collaboration. In addition to [4] the Kinect was also used in [30], [31],
[32], and [33]. In [34], two Microsoft Kinects were used to map the collaborative work
space of a Kuka Robot. Through the use of two Kinects, higher granularity was achieved
while mapping the hybrid work space. In article [12], Baxter, a robot by Rethink Robotics,
was used to perform tasks in a hybrid workspace with another human. The human motion
was tracked using a motion capture system. This system used cameras mounted around the
environment which tracked markers placed on the human hand. The markers determined
the location of the hand in the workspace and could determine if a collision was imminent.
Another example of an extrinsic sensor approach was seen in [13]. Here, a Kinect was used
in combination with an Inertial Measurement Unit or IMU. The location and acceleration
data were combined to determine the position, speed and orientation of a human hand in the
hybrid work space. Articles [16], [14], and [15] also used motion capture systems to track
markers on a human hand operating in a collaborative work space. The image tracking data
was used to help the movement prediction model for the robot to avoid collisions.
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In contrast to extrinsic exteroceptive systems, intrinsic exteroceptive systems have sensors mounted directly on the robot. Intrinsic sensors have commonly been, ultrasonic sensors, time of flight sensors, infrared sensors, capacitive touch sensors, tactile sensors, and
on-hand depth cameras [17], [18], [19], [20], and [21]. In [22] IR sensors were placed on
an ABB IRB140 industrial robot to perform distance monitoring to determine if a humanrobot collision was going to occur. In article [23], infrared sensors rings were created and
placed on an ABB FRIDA dual-arm robot. The sensor data helped the robot perform evasive maneuvers during task completion in order to evade a human in the workspace. In
article [24], a mobile robot was outfitted with an ultrasonic sensor, camera, and IR sensors
to perform collision avoidance. Another intrinsic sensor approach was done in [25]. Here,
a mobile robot with a segway style chassis was outfitted with two 180 degree IR scanner
sensors. The sensors were used to detect the presence of a human. In addition to detection,
the robot was able to predict and track the velocity of the human. Another application of
distance sensors was seen in [26]. Here a user friendly teaching device was designed to
be outfitted onto the end effector of the robot. The tool had a ring of distance sensors for
teaching the robot distances to objects and surfaces. Additionally, the tool had a jog dial
and additional buttons for more teaching control. In [27], a single ultrasonic sensor was
attached to the end effector of a robot simulation. Using ROS, Robot Operating System,
the robot successfully operated in a collaborative work space and avoided colliding with
the human in the hybrid work space. In this approach, the ultrasonic data was fused with an
extrinsic approach by have two Passive IR (PIR) sensors attached to the ceiling to monitor
human activity in the collaborative work space. In [28] a Baxter robot was programmed to
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help a human manipulate a deformable material. In this specific experiment, the research
revolved around the action of folding a piece of cloth. In addition to the torque sensors
inside Baxter’s arm, a Microsoft Kinect was attached onto Baxter as well.
Extrinsic and intrinsic solutions have also been combined in human robot collaboration
approaches [29]. In [35] a tactile floor and projector were combined with internal sensors
that tracked the robots velocity and positions. The projector visually represented the safe
operating zone around the robot for the human. The tactile floor had built in pressure sensors to detect the presence of a human on the floor [35]. Additionally, sensor locations are
not set to be only on or off the robot in an HRC work space. Sensors have also been placed
on the human subject that is operating in the hybrid work space [36, 37]. For instance in
[38], the human in the collaborative work space was outfitted with a Biomech Suit. The
suit collected human movement data which was used to help the robot detect track the
movement of the human in the hybrid work space. In article [39] the human subject was
outfitted with sensors to detect their walking gate. A medical collaborative robot, Lucia,
would lead the human subject in retraining their walking gate. Lucia was outfitted with a
laser rangefinder to maintain a proper following distance with the human subject. Lucia
would receive inputs from the gate sensors on the human and then perform ”audio, visual
and somatosensory stimulation” to assist in gate training [39].
Both types of exteroceptive solutions bring a set of challenges to monitoring the workspace
of a robot. Extrinsic exteroceptive sensors are highly sensitive to changes in their placement
and require continuous calibration to ensure their accuracy. Additionally, the large amount
of data generated by the system requires more processing overhead which decreases system
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response time and efficiency. Intrinsic exteroceptive sensor solutions bring a wider range of
flexibility to the human collision avoidance problem. A drawback of intrinsic systems, due
to its specific data output, is in the lack of ability to catch important details about the robot’s
environment. The previous study [41] shows the benefit of using on-robot ToF sensors with
collaborative robots. This proposed ToF sensor solution sheds light on the use of intrinsic
exteroceptive sensors, minimizing blind spots and maximizing coverage and improving on
existing designs in flexibility, responsiveness and data throughput (Fig. 1.1, Fig. 3.1).

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.1: (a) The original off the shelf 8 node ToF Ring Design [41] (b) The new modular ring design in a
16 node implementation. The ring is outfitted on top of a stepper motor for Ranging Under Motion Testing

The ring’s competitiveness is derived from the independent sensors robustness, along
with the coverage generated by the spacing of the sensors in the ring. The spacing and
positing of the sensors on the ring mitigate blind spots within a critical reaction distance
of the robot. The ToF ring sensor demonstrated a larger range of linearity in comparison
with the Sharp IR sensors used in [22]. The IR sensors are not only nonlinear, but are
highly susceptible to environment noise. Additionally, IR sensors cannot detect transparent
objects like glass or poly-carbonate. Also, the ToF sensors have a programmable field of
view or FoV. This ToF sensor is a 16x16 Single Photon Avalanche Diode (SPAD) matrix
with a twenty-seven-degree FoV [43]. During its ranging operation, it collects multiple
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samples which are weighted to the strength of the returned signal and averaged to output a
single distance.
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Chapter 3
Sensor Specifications and Design Related Information
3.1

Initial Ring Design

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.1: (a) MappyDot+ board with the VL53L1X sensor and ATmega328PB microcontroller (b) The
pinout for the MappyDot+ board (c) The sensor bus configuration for chaining multiple MappyDot sensors
to a master microcontroller

The initial ring was designed to have eight ToF nodes [41]. This setup was made with
off the shelf MappyDot+ sensors boards fitted specifically to a UR-10 Robot by Universal
Robotics (Fig. 3.1(a)) [40]. These sensor boards included a VL53L1X ToF Sensor and an
ATmega328PB microcontroller. The ATmega328PB was used as a post processing device
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for data filtering and data transmission management between MappyDot+ boards. The
MappyDot I2C interface was ideal for chaining multiple sensors together. Each node only
shared the I2C signal lines (SDA and SCL), 5V power and Ground (Fig. 3.1(b)).
The software libraries for MappyDot were also extremely easy to use. The developers of the nodes made firmware that wrapped around the basic default VL53L1X drivers
so that a sensor object could be easily made and manipulated in Arduino. Under the
hood, the firmware for MappyDot controlled sensor ranging, post data filtering on the ATmega328PB, and data transmission from one or multiple nodes to a master microcontroller
(Arduino Uno or other controller of choice) (Fig. 3.1(c)).
These building blocks greatly assisted in the beginning the initial ToF ring design.
However, this approach was not favored due to the additional middle controller, the ATmega328PB, on every sensor board. In an industrial application having a fairly high powered controller dedicated to each sensor node is expensive. The additional controller adds
one dollar to each sensor node. The impact of this expense is visible in a mid to mass manufacturing scenario. In addition to cost, the added part increased the individual node size
for each sensor. This enlargement widened the minimum spacing between sensor nodes.
This limitation was a primary generation of the initial ToF Ring’s blind spots. Additionally,
the MappyDot sensor disables the ability to access key control pins on the VL53L1X including XSHUT and GPIO. The XSHUT line allows for direct power control of the sensor.
In the MappyDot boards this pin is controlled by the intermediary microcontroller. The
GPIO line is a active low digital output pin which fires an interrupt signal each time a new
data packet is ready for transmission. The use of this line is disregarded in a MappyDot
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ring configuration. The signals are constantly polled via the intermediary controller. The
max ranging distance of the individual sensor was 1.2 m. The max acquisition frequency
for one of the ToF sensors was 30 Hz (Fig. 2.1(a)) with an I2C data rate of 100 kbits/s. The
overall ring performance with all the sensors tied together was less than the max acquisition
frequency.
With these hindrances in mind, the new ToF ring design started with the removal of the
intermediary controller on each node and moved into the direction of Raw data transfer via
a single main microcontroller. Additionally, the XSHUT and GPIO lines would be controllable via the master controller, giving the main microcontroller finer grained observability
over the states of each ToF node. Also, with the removal of the ATmega328PB, the individual node size was decreased. The smaller design would mitigate the blind spots created
by the mappydot based sensor solution. This would be achievable because smaller sensor
nodes could be packed closer together on the ring. This way, the overlap detection distance
would decrease. This was key because the previous design had an overlap distance that was
outside the range of the ToF sensors on the ring.
Along with blind spot mitigation, the system needed to be modular. Modularity would
allow for the sensor system to be non-shape limiting, meaning that it could be attached
to any surface, link, or shape (Geometric or organic). Additionally, a modular design decreases the number of overall parts and decreased potential manufacturing costs and complexity. Also, modularity expanded the application possibilities of the sensors system.
The new ring was design to tackle the speed, size, and link specific configuration (Fig.
2.1(b)). This design could be setup to have as little as 4 sensors and as many as 32, as
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explained in Chapter 4 Proposed Method. This flexibility expanded the applications of the
ring to any robot arm shape or size. Off the shelf parts were replaced with custom circuitry
that controlled the data management and addressing of the sensor nodes. Additionally,
data processing was moved out of the sensor ring. This design choice was to mitigate
computation interference with the stream of real-time proximity data. This generated a
higher stable data rate compared to the original ToF Ring design.

3.2

Specifications

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.2: (a) System Architecture of the VL53L1X (b) Visualization of Programmable Region of Interest
(ROI) on the VL53L1X (c) Timing budget Flow of the VL53L1X

The Time of Flight Sensor Ring is build around the STMicroelectronics VL53L1X time
of flight sensor chip [43] (Fig. 3.2(a)). The chip consists of an IR emitter and collector.
The emitter driver, Vertical-cavity surface-emitting laser (VCSEL) Driver, is also on chip.
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Table 3.1 Max distance ranging for all distance modes in dark and strong light. This data is directly from
Table 4 in the VL53L1X datasheet [43]
Distance mode Max distance in dark (cm) Max. distance under strong ambient light (cm)
Short
136
135
Medium
290
76
Long
360
73

After the emitter sends out an IR signal, the signal bounces off an object and returns to
the sensor. The collector on the chip is a single photon avalanche diode detection array or
SPAD [43]. This is a fully programmable 16X16 array. It can be set to be a 16X16 full
scale region of interest (ROI) or small down to a 4X4 ROI (Fig. 3.2(b)). Changing this
array size changes the overall field of view (FoV) of the sensor [43]. Control over the FoV
is key for setting the overlap distance between neighboring sensors in the ring. The sensor
can operate in one of three modes, short, medium or long mode (Tab. 3.1) [43].
Each mode has certain timing requirements. Timing requirements are set through the
time budget parameter. Short mode can be set for the least amount of budget, 20 ms, where
as medium and long mode had the longest budget requirement of 33 ms. A budget of 140
ms had been determined to get the furthest accurate ranging for 400 mm [43] (Fig. 3.2(c)).
In addition to timing and distance, the acquisition mode must be set. By default VL53L1X
chips are set to Autonomous ranging mode [44]. In this mode the sensor automatically
collects range data and then fires a data ready interrupt to notify the master that new data is
available. The frequency of this is set via the timing budget.
In order for a full ranging sequence to occur, specific VL53L1X api functions must be
called. The function calls included data initialization, static initialization, timing budget,
ranging mode, start measurement, result waiting function, get measurement, clear interrupt,
and stop measurement [44] (Fig. 3.3). Data initialization initializes sensor parameters once
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Figure 3.3: Sensor Ranging Sequence for the VL53L1X

the sensor is powered on after a reset. Static initialization sets any application specific
settings for the device. The timing budget and ranging mode setting set the period of
acquisition and distance mode as previously explained. The result waiting function can be
performed in a number of ways. For this application data ready is signified by the GPIO
pin on the sensor firing an active low interrupt signal to the host. Each time the host detects
that an interrupt was fired by the sensor, it reads the data from that sensor and then clears
the interrupt which in turn clears the state of the GPIO pin back to high [44]. Get measure
reads the saved data from a ranging cycle. After every read, the interrupt is cleared, hence
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the cleared interrupt part of the cycle is covered each time the sensor data is read. Finally,
once it is desired to stop continuous acquisition, stop acquisition is called to terminate data
collection [44].

Figure 3.4: Pololu breakout board for the VL53L1X ToF sensor

In this design, the VL53L1X chip is not directly implemented into a custom board design but is used via a Pololu Robotics & Electronics evaluation board (Fig. 3.4). This board
contains the chip and required peripheral circuitry to operate the sensor with 3.3 V logic.
Additionally, this board breaks out the I2C, power, and IO control lines to 2.54 mm pitch
through holes. The sensor user guide [44] explained the required processes that the sensor
must go through to acquire a distance measurement.

3.3

Constraints

With respect to the desired goals, the system was still limited by hardware and software
constrains. For instance, the selected sensors can only reach an acquisition frequency of 50
Hz in the short ranging mode. This meant that software would need to solve the issue of
reaching 60 Hz via alternating acquisition of data by the ToF sensors on the ring. Another
challenge was maintaining modularity throughout the design. Though modularity was an
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objective, it was also a constraint on the design.

Figure 3.5: Initial two sensor results visualized using Arduino’s Serial Plotter.

Each sensor in the ring had a GPIO interrupt line and a XSHUT power enable line.
Each sensor had this pair of signals that needed control. At first this came as a huge benefit, because this provided direct control of powering and sequencing to the master micro
controller (Fig. 3.5). In the first tests each GPIO and XSHUT line were mapped directly
to an IO on the microcontroller. Therefore, a specific power sequence could be mapped using those IO pins (Fig. 3.6). Then, for acquisition, each incoming distance reading pulled
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Figure 3.6: Initial GPIO and XSHUT line connections for chaining multiple ToF sensors together.

the corresponding GPIO pin on the microcontroller low. Each GPIO pin fired a different interrupt service routine which would read the corresponding sensor. This approach
minimized power and computation usage. Readings were only taken when new data was
available. There was no polling necessary. However, the amount of signals that needed
to be sent back to the master or be controlled by the master expanded quickly as more
sensors were added to the ring. For instance, a ring with 32 ToF sensors would have 64 independent XSHUT and GPIO lines. This meant that a microcontroller would need to have
64 independent IO ports in order to continue using the purely interrupt based algorithm.
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Figure 3.7: Application Schematic for using GPIO Expanders to combine multiple ToF sensors together

This approach quick became unfeasible. In application note AN4846 [45], ST explains a
proposed design method for chaining multiple ToF sensors together. They recommended
combining the power enable and interrupt signals lines of multiple sensors together on 8-bit
IO expanders (Fig. 3.7). A variation of this recommendation was used in the design of this
system.
To eliminate this issue it was determined that an expander node would need to be part
of the design as suggested in the application note [45]. The expander would be in charge of
controlling chucks of independent GPIO and XSHUT signals via IO expanders. This way,
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there was always a fixed number of signals that returned to the master microcontroller.
The challenge with this approach was that the distance measurements could no longer be
purely driven by the GPIO lines of the ToF sensors. Either the interrupt line at each IO
expander would need to be checked or some form of polling would need to be implemented
to periodically check the IO expander state.
Another significant constraint on the system was the communication protocol used by
the devices. All the ToF sensors in the ring communicated via I2C. Each sensor on the
ring had an independent address. A larger sensor count on the ring increased the traffic
volume on the I2C bus. Though I2C has an available address space of 127 addresses,
the GPIO Expander selected had a limited number of hardware set I2C addresses. The
max number of expander addresses available was eight combinations of the three provided
address pins. By limiting to eight expanders in the design, that meant the maximum number
of ToF sensors that could be on a single ring was 32. Though the ring was limited to 32
sensors and 8 IO expanders, the I2C bus still needed to extend a significant distance. The
circumference of a 32 node ring could exceed a circumference of over 1.5 ft. Though this
is not near the maximum length I2C can travel, the distance of the bus will have an effect
on performance. As the bus gets longer, the overall bus capacitance is increased. This can
impact the rise and fall times of the digital I2C messages which in turn causes bit errors.
The pull-up resistors in the I2C network can be modified to mitigate this problem[48].
In addition to I2C, overall system size was an important constraint. The benchmark for
the design height was the link space available behind the end effector of the UR10 robot
in the Multi-Agent Biorobotics Laboratory (MABL) (Fig. 3.8). The limit for the expander
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Figure 3.8: The space pace behind UR10’s end effector is the smallest region a ToF ring must fit.

board width was determined by the width of a single VL53L1X breakout board (13 mm).
It was important to limit board widths to the smallest possible board component. The limit
was made around the Pololu breakout board because its dimensions were fixed. Therefore,
the closest sensor separation distance possible was having two Pololu boards side by side
(Fig. 3.9). Maintaining a small sensor separation distance was key to sustaining the goal
of eliminating sensor blind spots.
Power draw was another major constraint. Due to the desired modular configuration
of ToF sensors and expanders, the power lines coming back to the master will see high
current levels (1-3 amps). This power consumption comes from the chaining of the ToF
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Figure 3.9: System Level Design of ToF Sensor Ring

sensors on a single power bus. Though individually each sensor can only draw up to 20mA
[41], this begins to stack quickly when more then 10 sensors are operating together in
series. To compensate for high current draw, higher rated connectors were required for
the interconnections between expanders and the master. Though only 8 pins were shared
between each expander node, current draw added additional need for heat dissipation. As
the current ratings increase for a connector, the pin size and pitch separation increases
accordingly. In turn, the connectors were larger and added complexity to the sizing of the
expander board.
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Power also impacted the printed circuit board trace width requirements. Similar to cables and connectors, the trace width for power lines needed to be increased significantly.
This meant that choke points in the power path needed to be minimized. The smallest width
in the power path defined the highest temperature rise location on the board. These choke
points were minimized through the use of power and ground planes in the expander board.
These planes aided in heat dissipation generated from the potential high currents.
The following chapter discuss the sensor ring design decisions and justifications for
those decisions.
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Chapter 4
Proposed Method
4.1
4.1.1

Sensor Ring Design
Hardware Design

Figure 4.1: System Level Design of ToF Sensor Ring

The ToF sensor ring was comprised of three sections, the master node, the sensor nodes,
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and expander nodes (Fig. 4.1). The master node had full control over all expander and
sensor nodes on the I2C bus of the given master. Per the hardware constraints of the IO
Expander ICs on the expander nodes, a maximum of 8 expander nodes (32 sensors) could
be attached to a single I2C bus at one time. If the sensor spacing was set to 12 mm (each
sensor node right next to each other) the ring would have a circumference/length of 384
mm or 1.512 ft.

Figure 4.2: LT8650S configured for 4A output on both the 5 V and 3.3 V output rails

The master node design consists of a microcontroller, a CAN transceiver for future system monitoring, and a power regulator. The current design uses a Teensy 3.2 as the master
microcontroller. The Teensy controls the I2C bus and all slave devices on the bus. It also
controls the master address pin to define the first IO expander in the sequence of expander
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Figure 4.3: Current on the output rails, current on switching inductors, and voltage on output rails of the
LT8650S max load simulation

nodes. Additionally the main node receives the sensor interrupt line which can fire an
interrupt per distance data packet from a sensor node. The LT8650S power regulator will
supply the required 3.3 V power for all devices along the ring in addition to the required 5V
power for the microcontroller. The regulator is designed to supply 4 A in order to account
for the potential 3A power demand of this system (Fig. 4.2). The regulator circuitry was
simulated using LTSpice in order to validate the configuration could handle the max load
case (Fig. 4.3). Key components that impacted regulator performance was the inductor
and capacitance filtering. A poor capacitance filter generated the potential for large voltage
ripple in the supply output. Therefore, the reference design recommend de-coupling and
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bulk capacitance for both the input and output ports of the chip. The inductor controls the
current ripple on the output port. A standard design recommendation is to limit current ripple to within 20-30% of the operating load current [47]. A larger inductance will decrease
the current ripple but will inherently be larger. The key is limit size while maintaining a
sub 30% ripple.

Figure 4.4: Main node schematic which includes the power regulator, Teensy, and CAN transceiver breakout.

Currently, the microcontroller outputs its data via serial. This configuration was chosen
to match the old ring for easier integration with the existing speed and separation monitoring system which uses serial data as an input to the speed and separation monitoring
control loop. The board includes a CAN transceiver for future conversion to CAN bus data
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transmission (Fig. 4.4). This switch will be key to integrating this ring in a more industrial
operating environment that contains Programmable Logic Controllers, (PLCs) that only
understand industrial grade communication protocols like CAN.

Figure 4.5: Expander node schematic which includes the IO expander, the full adder to increment the IO
expander address, and NAND gates for Address and interrupt logic.

The expander node consisted of a TCA9534A I2C IO expander, CD4011BNSR NAND
gate package, and a CD74HC283M96 4 Bit Binary Full Adder (Fig. 4.5). The IO expander
was used to control 4 XSHUT inputs and 4 GPIO outputs from the ToF sensors. This design decision stemmed from the STMircoelectronics application note for chaining multiple
VL53L1X sensors together [45]. All reads and writes to and from the IO expander were
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performed over the I2C bus. The NAND gates and full adder were used to control address
incrimination for each expander node. Each IO expander address was controlled by three
hardware pins (A0, A1, and A2) (Fig. 4.5). Therefore, the full adder incremented through
the address pins by one each time a new expander was added into the chain. Expander 1
was set to 000 through a NAND gate and an IO pin on the master microcontroller. Two
NAND gates were combined to make an AND gate. This gate was used to transfer incoming interrupt signals from other expanders and sent the signal to the master node. The
choice of an AND gate was made because the interrupts from the IO expanders were active
low. Therefore, if any expander or combination of expander nodes pulled the line low, the
output line to the master interrupt input pin was pulled low and an interrupt was fired on
the master microcontroller.

Figure 4.6: Sensor breakout schematic which includes the the FPC connectors and configuration resistors to
maintain breakout board modularity.
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Initially, the intent was to design fully custom sensor node boards. The initial sensor board was designed and a preliminary layout was made for the PCB. However, it was
determined that the system complexity was greatly increased by trying to layout the peripheral circuitry for the VL53L1X. To mitigate risk, breakout boards were implemented
instead (Fig. 4.6). Off the shelf Pololu boards would feed the I2C and IO signal along
with the power lines to custom breakout nodes. Sensor breakout nodes were attached to
the expander node via 0.5 mm pitch FPC cables (Fig. 4.8). These cables were chosen for
their small size and physical flexibility. The Pololu ToF board with peripheral circuitry was
connected on top of the sensor breakout via a 0.1 in female headers. The header broke out
the power, I2C, XSHUT, and GPIO lines from the sensor on the Pololu board. Each breakout had 8 no pop resistor locations and an FPC connector. The no pop pads were used to
configure the XSHUT and GPIO pins for each sensor. For instance, if the sensor breakout
was the third board in the FPC chain connected to the expander, then GPIO 3 and XSHUT 3
positions were populated with 0 ohm resistors (Fig. 4.6). The other non populated pads allowed the signal to pass through for GPIO and XSHUT 1, 2, and 4. The configuration were
designed into the system to maintain modularity. Since all possible GPIO and XSHUT
lines were passed through each sensor breakout node, only one pcb design was necessary.
The original ToF ring included the ability to use an IMU for ring orientation. In the original design, this was located on the main controller’s breadboard. In this design however
the IMU can be added as an additional peripheral I2C device. For example, the MPU9250
could plug into the same location on an Expander board that a main control board would
sit (Fig. 4.7). This way the IMU node can receive power and tap into the I2C bus with out
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Figure 4.7: MPU9250 IMU breakout for I2C or SPI communication. The I2C lines from this breakout could
be directly connected to the top port on the expander board.

adding a custom connection on the main board or an additional port on the expander boards.
The implications of this configuration allow any type of I2C peripheral to be attached to
this port. This could be extended out to I2C based LED drives to generate visual distance
feedback to the human in the robot workspace. Other environment monitoring peripherals
include temperature sensors, humidity sensors, haptic feedback or auditory transducers.
The selection of interconnections and cabling was a difficult task in the design process.
The expander boards and breakout boards needed to remain small. However, the sensor
breakout boards and the expander boards shared 10 signals alone (2 I2C lines, 8 IO lines)
(Fig. 4.6). FPC cables and connectors were chosen to tackle this high signal density with
low real estate issue. The cables and connectors chosen had a 0.5 mm pitch. The selection
of these cables however generated a new challenge. The lines in the FPC cables needed
noise prevention. If the I2C lines were allowed to run 0.5 mm apart for long lengths,
capacitance buildup can lead to data errors. This issue was mitigated in the design via
pull-up resistor tuning and tandem shielding. Tandem shielding was applied by separating
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Figure 4.8: Sensor node FPC 0.5 mm pitch connectors and expander node 2.54 mm pitch connectors

Figure 4.9: 2.5 mm Pitch Molex connector which connects the first expander node to the master microcontroller
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the SDA and SCL lines with power and ground lines in between them (Fig. 4.8). Though
this configuration adds an additional ground line, it was deemed that signal integrity had
higher priority over cable width. These FPC cables and connectors were a great solution for
interconnects between sensor breakouts and between sensor breakouts to an expander node.
However, the FPC jumper cables were current limited to 0.5 amps maximum.The limit is
primarily caused by the cable pitch and individual signal widths inside the FPC jumpers.
This limit was calculated to be insufficient for connections between the expander nodes and
the master node (the highest current draw location). To compensate for the larger current
draw, much larger connectors were used between expanders (Fig. 4.8). These connectors
had 2.54 mm pitch spacing. The mini-lock Molex connector 0533750610 was selected for
between the master and first expander. It had a 2.54 mm pitch and was rate up to 3A (Fig.
4.9).

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.10: (a) Top layer of the sensor breakout board (b) Bottom layer of the sensor breakout board

Combining all the required hardware into small printed circuit board (PCB) layout for
the 2-layer expander and 2-layer sensor breakout boards was the most challenging part of
the system design process. The sensor breakout board (Fig. 4.10) was comparatively less
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Figure 4.11: This is an example of a connection on the old design that when miss-routed could be accidentally
detected by the ToF ring

challenging than the expander PCB design (Fig. 4.12). The sensor breakout board consisted
solely of the FPC connector for between breakouts, 8 no-pop resistors of IO signals, and the
1X7 header to drop the Pololu sensor evaluation board on top of the breakout board. The
breakout board size was designed to be the same size as the Pololu evaluation board so that
no additional spacing was added between ToF sensors. Additionally, the FPC connectors
on the breakout boards were stacked top and bottom on the left side of the breakout board.
This was done to prevent the FPC jumper cables from bending upwards and being detected
by the sensor ring during operation. Cable detection was an issue in the previous sensor
ring prototype (Fig. 4.11).

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.12: (a) Top layer of the Expander board (b) Bottom layer of the Expander board
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The Expander PCB design needed to compensate for potential high current spikes, large
connectors, and maintain a small enough footprint to fit behind the end effector of a UR10
robot. Routing for the connectors and integrated circuit chips (ICs) on the expander was
difficult by itself. What made this even harder was the need to maintain good power and
ground plane coverage on the top and bottom of the board (Fig. 4.10). Thin power and
ground lines would allow large temperature rise and potentially damage components on
the board. For this reason, the top plane was dedicated to power and the bottom plane of
the board was dedicated to ground. However, each signal line that ran on the top and bottom
of the board would cut through the power and ground planes. After a few dozen traces were
run between ICs, the planes would begin to be cut up and create isolated patches of ground
and power. After many part location moves and trace adjustments, the final layout design
resulted in satisfactory current management and small overall board size.

Figure 4.13: Separation issue caused by original expander board design

In addition to current spikes, there was a space issue noticed with the initial expander
PCB. Each expander would need to sit in between each set of 4 sensor nodes (Fig. 4.13). It
was determined that the bottom section of the expander would take up an entire additional
space that a senor node could have taken. Therefore, a sensor node header was added to the
expander (Fig. 4.10). With this design, every first sensor node would start on the expander
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and connect to 3 sensor breakout boards. This design change subtracted the expander gap
issue and made a continuous sensor separation distance possible.
4.1.2

Software Design

Figure 4.14: High level flowchart of ToF Ring Software Algorithm. Two major section breakdown into
system initialization and data acquisition.

The data acquisition software designed for the ToF sensor ring was written using the
Arduino framework. This decision was driven by the use of a Teensy 3.2 as the master microcontroller (72 MHz Cortex-M4) [42]. Additionally, pre-existing wrapper libraries were
written in Arduino for the ToF sensor and GPIO Expander. The overall software design
was broken down into two sections, system initialization and data acquisition (Fig. 4.14).
Each section needed to tackle different issues that resulted from hardware and modularity
constraints.
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Figure 4.15: Address Initialization of the ToF sensors. The sensors needed to be initialized in this sequence
because they all share a factory default address. Once their new address is set, they must remain on. If the
sensors shut off, they return to the factory default address.

The major challenge for the design of system initialization was address management of
devices on the I2C bus. For the IO expanders, three pins controlled the hardware determined I2C address. On start up, each ToF sensor has the same I2C address. Therefore,
if all the sensor were turned on at the same time, no single sensor would know who the
master was trying to communicate with. This was solved by using the XSHUT signal on
each sensor to perform a staggered initialization (Fig. 4.15). In the start up sequence all
XSHUT lines were pulled low turning off all sensors. Then, the first sensor was turned on,
initialized and remapped to a new I2C address. The address remapping was done so that
when the second sensor was turned on, its default address was different than the previously
initialized sensor before it. This cycle was repeated for all sensors on the ring until each
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sensor was initialized with a non default I2C address.
The states of the XSHUT pins were controlled via the IO expanders. Each expander
had control over 4 XSHUT pins. The IO expander pins were pulled high once a sensor
was ready to be initialized. The IO expander pins writes were controlled via I2C commands. Write commands would change the 8-bit pin register state. Each bit in the register
represented a controllable IO pin on the chip.

Figure 4.16: The Ranging Initialization sequence sets the distance mode, timing budget, and ranging mode
of the ToF sensors in the ring. They are set to short mode and the fastest possible capture rate of 27 ms.

The final step prior to distance acquisition was determining the capture timing and capture mode. The two modes the sensor could operate in were continuous mode and single
capture mode (Fig. 4.16). Single capture mode required the software to make an I2C call
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the the ToF sensor each time new data was desired. Continuous mode made the ToF sensor acquire data as fast as possible. New data was acquired each time the GPIO signal on
the ToF sensor was cleared. This was a challenge because the continuous mode example
code for the sensor was not readily available. The ToF sensor had an ST Microelectronics
made C based driver API. Companies like Pololu and Adafruit constructed wrapper .cpp
and header files to enhance the functionality of the bare bones API. However, in their example codes and .cpp files, the continuous mode feature was not generated or used. In the
software used for this sensor ring, the Pololu cpp wrapper was modified to allow the sensor
to operate in continuous mode.
The major challenge that was tackled during acquisition design was overall speed of data
capture. The system’s largest frequency bottleneck for acquisition was the ToF sensors
themselves. They could only acquire data at 30 Hz for 4 meters and 50 Hz for 1 meter.
Therefore the full ring acquisition sequence was designed to fit within a 50 Hz window.
Within the acquisition phase of the software, a measured distance value passed through
a number of data transactions prior to it’s availability on the serial monitor. First, a sensor needed to be available for ranging. This was limited by the timing budget set in the
initialization phase. Once ready, the ToF sensor took a ranging measurement. This measurement was stored in the ToF sensors local memory [43]. Once the data was acquired, the
sensor fired an interrupt signal over the GPIO pin of the VL53L1X. This active low signal
remained low until cleared. Additionally, the sensor would not acquire new ranging data
until this data was read from the sensor. Once the Teensy microcontroller was ready to read
the data from the sensor, the Teensy requested data from the particular sensor that fired via
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Figure 4.17: The transmission setup for the ring is design to only send data once all sensors in the ring have
new data. This sequencing condition was used to test the worst case transmission rate of the ring.
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an I2C command. Once the data register was read from the VL53L1X, the interrupt flag
was cleared and the ToF sensor could once again collect new ranging data. The data read
from the ToF sensor was stored on the Teensy until all sensors in the ring had been read.
Once all data for a cycle had been collected, the Teensy printed the set of ranging data on
the serial monitor (Fig. 4.17). The monitor printed at a baud of 115200 and would print
the range of each sensor followed by the period of acquisition. The number of characters
printed depended on the number of sensors in the ring. The max number of characters
that could be printed in a single frame (all 32 sensors refresh) is 169 characters or 546 bits
including formatting characters.
Data acquisition to the Teensy was approached via two methods. One method was
a purely interrupt based approach while the second relied on timers to synchronize data
acquisition. The interrupt approach used the sensor’s interrupt signal as an acquisition
trigger. The GPIO signal from the ToF sensor was detected on the the attached IO Expander
(Fig. 4.18). Each time a pin state changed on the IO Expander, the INT pin would send
an active low signal across the Teensy Interrupt line. The interrupt line was a BUS of INT
lines from each IO Expander connected by AND gates. The significance of the AND gates
was that if any INT pin fired a low signal, the whole BUS would go low. This generated
a hardware interrupt request on the Teensy to check the IO Expander Pin States. Once the
pin states were read, any Sensor with a low GPIO state was read for distance data. The
intent of the interrupt approach was to minimize I2C BUS activity. Read actions would
only occur if new data was present.
The interrupt approach worked well up to 8 sensor or 2 sensor modules. The issue with
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Figure 4.18: In the interrupt approach the ToF sensors would only be checked for new data when the IO
Expander sent a hardware interrupt signal to the Teensy
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this approach was that the INT pin on the IO expanders would fire for any IO expander pin
state change. This meant an interrupt from the IO expander would happen on the falling
edge of the read request signal, but also on the rising edge of the same line once the ToF
was cleared. The rising edge signal generated a false trigger and requested the Teensy to
read all the sensors even though none had fired. Hence once eight sensors were put on the
line, the Teensy would lock up and get trapped in ISR requests and was not able to print
data to the serial monitor.
The second approach used timers to regulate sensor data acquisition and serial monitor
transmission. Each timer would fire at a set period. On that period cycle, the timer would
interrupt the main loop routine. One timer was dedicated to reading the pin states of the IO
expanders. The second timer was used to check for changed pin states and read data from
the corresponding sensors that had a GPIO pin pulled low (Fig. 4.19). The pin state read
timer was run at 8.5 ms while the sensor read timer looped every 0.1 ms. This ratio maintained acquisition stability. If the sensors were not read fast enough, this timer loop would
lock up. The lock would occur because the sensors in the ring would generate interrupts
over the GPIO lines faster than the Teensy was reading in the distance data. The condition
was mitigated via timing and adding a full buffer condition into the pin state check. The
Teensy would read from the sensors in a node if one or all sensor GPIO pins were pulled
low. The timer approached was stable up to four modules (16 sensors). Performance degradation began to be observable at 5 nodes (20 sensors). The acquisition frequency would
plummet below 20 Hz. The could be attributed to a number of performance issues. A large
amount of time is wasted in copying range data and printing it to the serial monitor. Since
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Figure 4.19: In the interrupt approach the ToF sensors would only be checked for new data when the IO
Expander sent a hardware interrupt signal to the Teensy
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each sensors is defined as an explicit object with an explicit variable for sensor range data.
Each time the sensor gets new data, it is written to memory. In this transmission code, the
data is copied into the serial monitor and printed. An optimized approach for data handling
would be to use vectors and pointers instead of arrays and explicit variables.
The performance degradation was attributed to I2C BUS traffic and serial traffic. The
performance could be accommodated by timer tuning or the addition of a second Teensy
and I2C bus. Instead of trying to run eight expander nodes on the same I2C BUS, the
sensors could be split between the two micro controllers to reduce computational stress.
4.1.3

Enclosure Design

The Tof Ring enclosure was design to maintain system modularity at the mechanical level.
Without maintaining physical modularity, the benefits of the hardware modularity would
be significantly minimized. The enclosure design needed to tackle three main structural
challenges, enclosing the sensor breakouts, enclosing the expander nodes, and connecting
these pieces together. In addition, all these components needed to maintain connection
at any user specified sensor separation distance down to the minimum designed sensor
separation.
The sensor breakout enclosure design used the header breakout for securing the enclosure to the board (Fig. 4.20). The header would press into the front slot. The Pololu
breakout would connect to the sensor node breakout through the front slot in the enclosure.
The sides of the enclosure were left open for the flex cables that passes between each sensor
breakout board.
The expander breakout posed more challenging features (Fig. 4.21). In addition to the
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Figure 4.20: Sensor node enclosure for ToF Ring. The sensor node is secured to the enclosure by the sensor
breakout female header to the Pololu sensor board male headers

required header slot to connect a Pololu to the expander, the expander interconnect headers
on the top of the expander board needed slots as well. The top of the enclosure was left
open for the interconnection of a main control board or an I2C peripheral.
The back of both enclosures had a peg for the interconnection of enclosures via o-rings
or bands of similar size and material flexibility. The connection band flexibility was key
for stretching the system around any link shape.
The enclosure for each node was designed such that the sensor and expander boards
could be connected first (Fig. 4.22). Then the enclosures could be fitted to each expander
and breakout board. The band could then be used to connect the enclosures together. The
ring could either be connected around or stretched over a link. The nodes were connected
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Figure 4.21: Expander node enclosure for ToF Ring. The expander node is secured to the enclosure by the
connection between the male expander header pins and their corresponding connectors.

through both a flexible band and a rigid band. For initial assembly and demonstration, a
single weaved elastic band was used as the flexible band, and a large zip tie was used as a
rigid band. The flexible band connected all the sensor nodes and expander nodes together
and was used for setting sensor spacing. The rigid band added structural integrity to the
ring by only connecting between each expander node. This allowed for the sensor nodes
to flex around sharp corners but keep expanders locked as fixed separators at more flat
sections of the link.
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Figure 4.22: Full ToF Ring Assembly including both the flexible band and rigid band.
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Chapter 5
Results
5.1

Sensor Ring Evaluation

Figure 5.1: Sensor Ring Test Setup

The prototype ToF Ring was built to encompass a 4-inch diameter end-effector link.
The link size was chosen to emulate the final link of Universal Robotics’s UR10 which
represented a commonly used robot in the industry and was the robot of choice [41]. This
ring was different as it used 16 ToF sensors, compared to the previous design’s 8, in order
to minimize blind spots and optimize the ring’s FoV (see Fig. 2.1(b)). A stepper motor was
mounted to the bottom of the ToF ring test fixture. This was used to precisely rotate the
Ring at a constant rpm in Section 5.1.3 of testing (Fig. 5.1).
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5.1.1

Single Sensor Characterization

The first tests performed evaluated the single sensor in a motionless application. These
sensors were the fundamental building blocks of the full integrated ToF ring system and
validation of its effectiveness as a sensor provided insight into what the data represented.
The single sensor characterization consisted of collecting ranging data from targets in several different scenarios. Firstly, a target was placed at a set distance and ranged by a single
ToF sensor. This data collection was performed at distances from 20 cm to 150 cm, in
increments of 10 cm. Secondly, this procedure was repeated with varying target widths.
The tested target widths ranged from 1 cm to 30 cm.
Data samples were collected in sets of 500 points. These collections were averaged
and the standard deviation was taken at each distance for given target widths. The results
showed that the precision of the ToF sensor decreased as the target was moved away from
the sensor. For any given distance, however, the objects width had a greater effect on this
precision. This could be explained by the operation of the sensor’s FoV.
This tells us that the occupied FoV has a direct correlation to the precision and accuracy
of the sample (as observed in Fig. 5.2(a), Fig. 5.2(c)). If multiple objects were detected
within the sensors FoV, the distance output was the average distance among the objects. In
the tests with different object sizes, the closer those objects were to the sensor relative to
the background wall, the higher the accuracy in the estimate of the targets distance. This
was because closer objects took up a higher percentage of the FoV and the reflected signals
were stronger, causing the estimated distance to fall close to the target. As objects moved
further away, both metrics decreased. This decreased the accuracy of the object. There was
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.2: (a) Precision of sensor in mm measuring different object widths at different distances. (b) Measured distance vs actual distance of targets with different widths. Error accumulates the smaller the object is
as well as how much field of view they occupy. (c) Percentage accuracy of sensor ranging targets of different
widths at different distances.

a point at which the object could no longer be differentiated against its background. This
was the point of highest precision error. After this point, it was uncertain what the sensor
reading represented, however, its constant nature represented the background it saw (Fig.
5.2(b)). These observations showed that the ToF sensor on this ring generated very reliable
target acquisition out to 800 mm for smaller targets (20 - 100 mm) and out to 1000 mm for
larger 300 mm targets. The 300 mm target size is comparable to the average size of human
body parts including the head, waist depth and shoulder depth [46].
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5.1.2

Sensor Overlap Characterization

Sensor ranging overlap is crucial in order to make the ToF ring a robust sensor system for
human detection. Although the original 8-sensor ring was operational and greatly reduced
human injury risk in the collaborative work space, blind spots still existed leaving open
vulnerabilities in the system [41]. These blind spots occurred due to the spacing of the
sensors as seen in Fig. 5.3. In order to eliminate blind spots, the ring configuration needed
to be changed. The goal of the new sensor ring was to find the least amount of sensors
that were able to achieve near total coverage in field of view as well as understanding
how placement and positioning of the sensors affected this coverage (Fig. 5.3). Learning,
in the single sensor characterization, the importance of FoV, how ensuring proper FoV
coverage was imperative, alongside understanding how changes in this FoV affect multisensor operation, helped generalize a method of application that could be inclusive to all
robots.
Starting with the characterizations of the sensor allowed us to draw a baseline approach.
Each sensor placed on a cylindrical robot joint covers a FoV able to detect objects. The
more sensors placed creates difficulties in feasibility including portability, power consumption, and physical limitations but is able to increase the detectable area in which the sensor
system is able to perform in. An abundance of sensors introduces the concept of overlap
in FoV. This is important as overlap minimizes blind spots but can decrease precision in
target detection. The balance between overlap and number of sensors creates the intended
robust system.
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Figure 5.3: Comparing the field of view of an 8-node sensor array to 16. The range is set to 1.2m, the limit
set for the tests. This shows how there are clearly visible blind spots in the 8-node array vs. 16 array.
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The number of sensors on the ring was determined by the minimum stopping distance
of the UR-10 robot [41]. From full speed, the braking distance of the robot was 500 mm.
This meant that sensor overlap needed to happen around this critical distance. In Eq. (5.1a)
- Eq. (5.1e), the desired spacing was calculated to fit 16 sensors around UR-10’s 2 in radius
link (r). Each of the 16 sensors around this link took up 22.5◦ of the cylindrical link (θ).
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Figure 5.4: Representing the lost coverage i.e. the blind spot caused by placing ToF sensors on a arc, in
comparison to placing them co-linearly (left). Geometric Model of two sensor overlapping at distance d on
the circumference of a ring with radius r (right).

This information was used to determine the sensor spacing Eq. (5.1e) and finally an overlap
distance of 517.45mm Eq. (5.1d) (also refer Fig. 5.4). This overlap distance was within 20
mm of the critical stopping distance. These calculations determined that a 16-node sensor
satisfied the critical stopping distance requirements for the proximity sensing application.
Placing the sensors at exactly 22.5 degrees apart ensures minimal blind spots in testing
but in reality matching this exactness is not possible. Understanding the placement of the
sensors shows that with small discrepancies in the placement of each sensor around the
robot joint may create an unintentional blind spot as seen in Fig. 5.5(b). Even a small
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.5: (a) Ideal sensor placement with each sensor aligned radially. Left: Field of view of sensors
showing blind spots to a distance of 517mm, Top-Right: Zoom of alignment of sensor, Bottom-Right: Zoom
of edge of FoV. (b) Actual Sensor Placement with each sensor aligned 5mm offset. Left: Field of view of
sensors showing blind spots to a distance of 517mm, Top-Right: Zoom of alignment of sensor with offset,
Bottom-Right: Zoom of edge of FoV.

adjustment in increasing the sensor to sensor distance by 1 mm will cause the overlap
distance to vary by 23 mm. Although the average overlap distance will remain constant,
this alone will not ensure proper radial coverage.
In order to test our ToF ring, all the previous requirements needed to be met or addressed
as best as possible. One of the inherent issues with the modular nature of the system is the
difficulty in securing each sensor. To do this, the sensor system test fixture had bracing that
slid over and under each node holding it in place. This brace was laser cut out of acrylic to
ensure absolute precision in placing each sensor at the specified angles. It is to be noted that
it was difficult to place the brace such that each ToF sensor was angled radially and would
introduce unnecessary cable stress. To resolve this, each sensor was aligned differently
which resulted in a 5mm offset of each sensor. To validate this, in MATLAB, a sensor ring
model was generated using Eq. (5.1a) - Eq. (5.1e) )( refer Fig. 5.5(a), Fig. 5.5(b)). The
model generated both the ideal placement case and the offset placement case. The offset
case did not prove to be a drawback as the sensor to sensor distance was preserved, keeping
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the blind spots the same area. The offset skewed the FoV by tilting it 4.8 degrees. With the
initial test, there were no significant effects caused by this tilt.
A simple test was devised to validate the overlap of the sensor ring. A 20 cm wide
target was placed between two sensors and was positioned at interval locations away from
the sensors. This particular size was chosen as it is, on average, the width of a human head
[46]. Overlap was seen at all tested distances from 300 mm to 600 mm. The target was seen
below the calculated overlap distance target’s width occupied at least one FoV at a time. It
was observed that as the target was moved further away, the ranging deviation increased.

Figure 5.6: Distance error measuring a 20cm object at different distances away from the sensors.

The distance error was calculated by taking the difference between the readings of the
two sensors and verifying the overlap condition. The increase in error occurred because
the target distance increased and the strength of the signal reflected back to the Single
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Photon Avalanche Diode (SPAD) matrix decreased [43]. These results match the behaviors
seen in the single sensor test. As the target distance increased, the distance error increased,
however, note that around the overlap location, 450 mm, the error dipped before continuing
on its increasing trend. A potential cause of this behavior could be attributed to the overlap
region being the location where both sensors receive an equal amount of ranging data.
Since they received a similar return signal, this could potentially explain why the difference
between the readings became slightly less (Fig. 5.6).
5.1.3

Sensor Ranging Under Motion

The final tests performed on the ToF sensor ring test fixture demonstrated the most challenging operation case. Here, the test fixture was used to emulate movement of the ring
while attached to a robot arm. The test case represented a robot rotating horizontally at a
constant rpm. In this test case, if an human entered the robot work space, the sensors would
understand that a target has breached its FoV. To emulate this scenario, the sensor ring test
fixture was built with a stepper motor as its base (Fig. 5.1). The sensor ring was surrounded
by a target guard that allowed only one sensor to collect data at a time. This guard made
data interpretation much easier by masking off unnecessary data while keeping the noise of
the environment low. Using the guard set all non target data to less than 100 mm (Fig. 5.1).

δ = µ ± 5σ

(5.2)

The motor was spun through a range of velocities at varying target widths. Each target
width was tested from 4 revolution per minute (rpm) up to 60 rpm. This test range was
determined based on the slowest rate that gave each sensor an opportunity to detect the
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object in a 15 second test. The fastest rate was chosen to test the sensor-system significantly
above the fastest rate an industrial robot could operate at.
Each set of rpm captures, for a set target width, were bench-marked using precision
and accuracy evaluation. This was similar to the approach taken in the static sensor tests.
The standard deviation (σ) for a given target width at an average distance µ was used to
determine the valid target capture range. The capture range δ was calculated using Eq.
(5.2). Any points outside of this range were considered a failed target acquisition. This
acquisition representation was used to determine which amplitudes were valid data points
to perform signal analysis on. The standard deviation was taken across all valid points for
each speed set. The average value was taken for each valid pulse in an rpm set. These valid
pulse averages were averaged together.
The raw data generated a periodic square wave across the 16 sensors. The 4 rpm case
in Fig. 5.7 showed a clear visual representation of the system behavior. The height of each
pulse was the distance at which the sensor saw the target. In stable operation, the period
and amplitude of the square wave remained constant. The sensor system operation was
stable from 4 rpm up to 20 rpm. Signal degradation began to appear after this speed (Fig.
5.8). After this speed, the sensor readings loose precision. One explanation of this is the
sensor ranging measurements start to miss the target. In these cases it was noticed that,
the rotation rate was faster than the sensor’s refresh rate (27 ms in short range continuous
mode). This discrepancy resembles the same behavior seen in the overlap and static sensor
tests.
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Figure 5.7: 8 cm wide target at 1m away. Each color peak represents a sensor identifying the target through
the target hole.

!
dropped nodes
ζ = 1−
%
total nodes

(5.3)

In Fig. 5.9 it is observed that for 8 cm targets 1 m away, the average valid target acquisition lied within 10 cm of the desired 1 m distance. This resulted in having less than
10% error in distance for 5 to 60 rpms readings. All data points between 4 and 20 rpms
contained more than 130 samples. This trend visually identified the end of the stable ranging motion region, which resided at 20 rpm. To highlight the significance of this value,
the fastest angular velocity a UR-10 robot can rotate is 180 degrees per second. This rate
is equivalent to 30 rpm. Though there were inconsistencies in the 30 rpm test, it did not
exceed more than 3 sensor pulse skips (Fig. 5.8). This meant that at any given point there
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Figure 5.8: 8 cm wide target at 1m away. Each color peak represents a sensor identifying the target through
the target hole. At this speed, sensors began to miss the target.

was an 81.25% radial coverage ζ as seen in Eq. (5.4a). Compared to the original 8-sensor
ring’s 62.5% radial coverage, the new sensor ring’s design generated a 18.75% increase in
radial work space coverage at max operating speed near the 1.2 m sensor ranging limit.
An explanation for why there was a decrease in precision at higher speeds, could be
found in the way the data from the sensors was acquired. In these tests, the system was set
to report pseudo synchronously. This means the system would not report a capture until all
16 sensors had new, valid data points. This limitation was applied to these tests in order
to maintain the approach of testing the sensor system in the most challenging application
environment. If all nodes were set to acquire its data asynchronously, each sensor would
be able to operate at max speed, allowing each one to take more samples in the given
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Figure 5.9: Red line representing the actual distance away from the target, Blue markers are the average
distance recorded with error, Orange Line representing the samples identifying the target in 15 seconds per
rpm.

time. This would allow for the averaging of the sensor to acquire the minimum amount of
accurate results. It is difficult to capture all this data from a modular system and it would
be recommended that a balanced approach be used.
5.1.4

Full Ring Validation and Full Ring Assembly

Following the 16-node test fixture ring analysis, a full 32-node ring test was performed. A
new custom software library was created for the custom ToF ring hardware. This library
was a class based structure which contained classes for modules which consisted of an
expander member and 1-4 sensor members. Additionally, an overarching ring class was
made for connecting multiple ToF Rings in the future. The updated software was able to
bring up and operate all 32 sensors on a single I2C bus. The Ring had an average acquisition
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Figure 5.10: Serial monitor results from 32-node ToF Ring.

frequency of 27.778 Hz (Fig. 5.10). This performance was a significant increase from the
initial prototype code used for hardware testing. The initial code could not manage more
than 16 sensors before seeing a significant drop in acquisition frequency to below 10 Hz.
transmitted bits
I2C T ransmission Loss =
I2C data rate

!

transmitted bits
S erial T ransmission Loss =
S erial data rate

(5.4a)
!

T otal Loss = I2C T ransmission Loss + S erial T ransmission Loss
!
!
546 bits
576 bits
+
loss =
100000 bps
115200 bps
Frame Period = loss + programmed timing budget

(5.4b)
(5.4c)
(5.4d)
(5.4e)

The frame frequency works out to a frame period of 36-37 ms. This period of acquisition
is due to the losses from I2C and serial transmission. I2C transmits 8 IO expander statuses
and 32 sensor readings per frame. When broken down to bits this total is 576 bits per frame
at 100 kbps Eq. (5.4a). Once all data is collected, these values are sent in a formatted
serial transmit of 546 bits at 115200 bps Eq. (5.4b). When these transmissions per rate are
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converted to time, the results is 10.5 ms Eq. (5.4c) - Eq. (5.4d). Roughly 10 ms is lost
in acquiring and transmitting the data each frame. The timing budget for the sensors were
set to 27 ms per the initialization sequence. When the transmission loss is added to the
programmed timing budget, the 37 ms frame period is found Eq. (5.4e).
32-node sensor acquisition also allowed for observation of the ToF Ring under full load.
The ring was estimated to pull near 3 A of current. This was based on the max current
draw of a single ToF sensor being 20 mA. However, during full system acquisition, the ring
only drew 0.41 A of current. The actual draw of the system was significantly less than the
estimated draw because the estimated draw was based on all sensors ranging at the same
time. However, since the software algorithm was designed to read a new distance measurement from each sensor one at a time, there would never be a scenario where all 32 sensors
were ranging at the exact same time. This result showed that the actual load requirements
for ring was significantly less than anticipated and meant that the system would required
significantly less external power. The measured load range was small enough that the system could be potentially powered from a battery or independent power source instead of
requiring power from the robot or other external source.
Lastly, the sensor nodes were outfitted into the custom 3-D printed enclosures. The
modules were combined together in order to cover link 2 of a UR-10 (Fig. 5.11). It was
found that 6 modules could be outfitted onto the link (24 ToF sensors). The new ring had a
significantly higher sensor density than the old ring that was still outfitted on the link (Fig.
5.11). The new ring on the same link had 3 times the number of ToF sensors that the old
ring had.
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Figure 5.11: Sensor Density comparison between Old ToF Ring (bottom ring) and New ToF Ring (top ring)
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Chapter 6
Conclusions

The 8-node sensing system generated significant results with regard to human detection
in the robot’s workspace. That system had been operated in real time on-Robot with real
hardware. The system generated satisfactory detection behavior even with significant blind
spots between nodes. Through implementation of the modular ToF sensor ring, the new
system has the potential to exhibit exceptional performance in comparison to the already
significant results collected from the original 8-node configuration. The new configuration eliminates blind spots beyond 0.5 m and drastically increases sub human depth target
recognition at 1 m. This new sensing system was tested in great detail with a 16-node
configuration. Additionally, it was validated that the system initialized and acquired data
from the max sensor configuration of 32 ToF sensors. Also, the modular ring with new
enclosures maintained the minimum overlap coverage and sensor distance for UR-10’s link
2.
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Chapter 7
Future Work

The next steps for this design will involve printing and assembling a main node PCB for
the master microcontroller. Additionally, an enclosure designed is still needed for this
master controller node. The new assembled modular ring needs to be tested thoroughly
on a UR-10 to validate that it not only generates the same performance as the original
ToF ring design but actually has eliminated the blind spots at the calculated 0.5 meter
radius. The new ring also needs to be tested on different arm sizes and shapes including
prismatic and organic joints. These tests will investigate the ring’s blind spot mitigation
in non cylindrical scenarios. For increased modularity, the enclosure designs for the nodes
and expanders could be iterated for better assembly and dis-assembly. The band design
and material should go under further investigation to see if there is a possibility for a single
band solution instead of one flexible band and one rigid one. The current circuit boards
for the ring could be redesigned to be smaller, and with easier to use connectors. The
design could be even further optimized into a flexible PCB band solution with no wires,
similar to that of cuttable LED strips. The current FPC connectors are very low profile
and are great for flexibility, they are however less durable then a standard connector. I2C
peripheral circuitry including LEDs, and auditory transducers could be fitted to the ring to
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increase communication between the robot and a human working in the hybrid workspace.
Also, multiple rings need to be assembled and connected over CAN to validate the rings
can generate the desired throughput and map out speed and separation monitoring for every
link on a single robot in real-time.
Lastly, the expander node could be rearchitectured. The expander node consist of an
adder, NAND gates, and a GPIO expander. These components maintained system modularity and managed sensor node signals. All of these components could be generated in
an FPGA fabric, in turn decreasing the expanders size while increasing its modularity and
software flexibility. By switching to an FPGA based expander architecture, the sensor ring
would no longer be limited to a max of 32 sensor nodes. The 32 node limitation was a
constraint imposed by the IO expander’s limited number of pins and available addresses
(Chapter 4). For an FPGA, the limitations would be based on the package’s available IOs
and package size desired per expander node. Additionally, the communication between
sensors and the master controller could be converted from I2C to alternate protocols (SPI,
CAN, etc). This flexibility and modularity increase would significantly enhance the performance of the ring. By combining this FPGA approach with a flexible PCB band, the ToF
ring design could attain a form factor much closer to that of a cuttable LED strip.
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Appendix A

Figure A.1: Two ToF modules laid out in their chained orientation.

